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Scope and Coverage

The Uniform Law Review (Revue de droit uniforme) is a quarterly, bilingual journal
offering a unique instrument for reflection and the provision of information on the
political and technical problems of the harmonisation of law world-over, with an ample
part being reserved for the work carried out in UNIDROIT. The Review comprises a
collection of material on the continuing progress achieved in the field of the unification
of law, in particular: periodical reports on the progress realised in this field by

international and regional organisations; studies carried out with a view to the
unification of law; texts of uniform laws, conventions and other instruments adopted at
international level; an updated bibliography on the subject; and a regular selection of
case law of various countries illustrating their application of uniform law texts.
Uniform Law Review is covered by the following abstracting and indexing services:
Hein Online.

Kind of Information

The Uniform Law Review strictly makes an effort to take a good and prosperous effort
in the field of law and order. This journal is a member of the Committee on Publication
Ethics (COPE). This bilingual journal published both in the form of Online and offline.
The content of the each volumes that published quarterly, deals with editorials details,
articles, other articles, instruments and cover / standing material. Every article is given
in HTML or PDF format and can be downloaded after subscription.

There are some others information like…
Free Editor's Choice Collection

The editors of Uniform Law Review have selected articles from across the archive,
which are now free to read online. To browse the collection and read these thirteen full
text articles.
Emerging Sources Citation Index

Uniform Law Review has been accepted into the recently launched Emerging Sources
Citation Index from Thomson Reuters.
Information for Authors
Submission of manuscripts, how to contact the editorial office, preparation of
manuscripts, permission to reproduce figures and extracts, colour Figures, copyright and
licence, disclaimer, proofs, offprints, author self-archiving/public access policy, advance

access, crossref funding and data registry.
All material to be considered for publication in Uniform Law Review is submitted by
email to the Editorial Office. There are instructions for authors for creating manuscripts.
There are Self-archiving policies for the authors.
It is also noted that articles prior to 1996 are not normally available via a current
subscription. In order to view content before this time, access to the Oxford Journals
digital archive is required. Alternatively, one may purchase short-term access on a Pay
per Article basis.
Special Features
 The Journal is fully compliant with the RCUK Open Access Policy.
 It is connected with Journals Career Network (An Oxford University Press
Publication).
 Different type of alerting services is given when new content added or updated.

Arrangement Pattern

All the volumes are arranged era wise. Such as…..1980’s that contains volumes
from1980 – 1989. Under each year, volumes are arranged issue wise. Each issue is
arranged content wise.

Remarks

The Uniform Law Review deals with political and technical problems of the
harmonization of law world. Lawyers, law-students, researcher on this topic are
benefited by this journal.
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